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Helping Post-Surgery Patients 
Feel Confident and Beautiful

Lauren Hemker moved to Norton Commons in 2018, and she loves her neigh-
borhood! “The people are great, there’s always something to do, and having 
minimal yard maintenance is always a perk,” she shares. 

What makes Lauren stand out in her community is her passion project, 
Audrey Liz, which has evolved into a full-time business. Lauren’s mom, Carol, 
was diagnosed with invasive breast cancer in the summer of 2014. Watching 

her mom undergo three surgeries before breast 
reconstruction was heartbreaking, but she was 
also baffled to discover the limited and non-func-
tional recovery garments available on the market. 
She says, “At a time in a woman’s life when she 
is going through something so defeminizing, she 
deserves to have clothing that makes her feel like 
a woman.” 
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Who is Audrey Liz? 
After spending nearly three years meticulously 
sourcing the right fabrics, analyzing every stitch 
and seam, and looking for a quality U.S. manufac-
turer, Audrey Liz was born. The company’s name is 
a combination of three generations of women in the 
Hemker family, with overlapping names, who have 
all been touched by cancer. 

Audrey Liz offers a unique line of post-surgery 
garments and accessories that are fashionable, yet 
medically functional. “We are here to make women 
feel beautiful and feminine after their surgeries 
while simplifying their recovery process with pat-
ented, functional products. Just because you’ve had 
surgery it doesn’t mean you have to show it!” 

While the company’s designs have been directed 
towards breast cancer patients, they sell a variety 
of products that are great for surgeries using 
upper-body drains, such as heart or plastic sur-
gery. They also carry coordinating shawls, masks, 
and bandanas which make great gifts! Their line is 
simple, yet significant. 

As a female-owned business, Lauren’s number one business partner and 
inspiration is her mom. However, the whole family is involved in the project. 
“Whether it’s photography, brainstorming ideas, testing products, or shipping 
orders, every person in the Hemker family has played a valuable role in bring-
ing our company to life,” Lauren shares. 

At the end of the day, Audrey Liz is more than just a business – think about it 
more as a network, a space dedicated to helping customers face the challenges 
that come with the illness. “Starting this company has not only been over-
whelmingly fulfilling but also, unexpectedly therapeutic. Hearing women’s sto-
ries and how meaningful our products have been for their recovery process is 
incredibly rewarding, and is a constant reminder that there is sunshine behind 
the clouds,” Lauren adds. 

How can neighbors support your organization?
“Shop with us online, spread the word about Audrey Liz, and follow our social 
media accounts! Also, if you or someone you know has experienced breast can-
cer – we would love to feature their story on our blog by emailing  
info@audreyliz.com.” 
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